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Vision for 2050:
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Purpose:
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Technological
changes have
transformed parts of
the sector over the
past 30 years and
offer the same
potential over the
next 30 years.

Changes in the
wider
environment
for forestry,
particularly in
response to climate
change, the flow-on
domestic policy
settings and the
influence of these on
consumers and the
community will
increasingly influence
forest growers in the
future.

Societal
expectations
are shifting and will
increasingly influence
how we conduct our
business.
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The impact on how we do business:
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What New Zealand forestry could look like in 30 years
(one rotation, one generation).
Core themes and associated key outcomes for our sector to remain a cornerstone industry for New Zealand
are set out in the table below.
Themes

Outcomes

Our resource

⎻
⎻
⎻
⎻

The full spectrum of benefits across the forestry sector are recognised (monetary and non-monetary).
We have increased our resilience through diversification in our planting of species and varieties.
We think about the full tree and forest products, that is the fibre – not just the logs.
Amalgamation of small woodlots to achieve economies of scale has contributed to the sustainable
supply for domestic wood processing.

Our products

⎻
⎻

Our products are strongly sought after, and a premium is being paid for NZ branded wood products.
We grow high quality, cost efficient fibre that the customer demands.

⎻

We have planted species in our forests to meet different needs and products.

Our performance

⎻
⎻
⎻

The NZ forestry growing industry is competitive, sustainable and profitable.
The NZ forestry processing industry is competitive, sustainable and profitable.
Our forests represent the best plantation forest management in the world.

Our innovation

⎻

We are underpinned by good science in a partnership that is continually revolutionising the forestry
sector.
NZ forestry is recognised internationally for innovation and uptake of new technology.

⎻
Our people

⎻
⎻
⎻
⎻
⎻

Our stakeholders

⎻
⎻
⎻
⎻
⎻
⎻
⎻

Our community

⎻
⎻

Statistics confirm forestry is a safe industry - we look after all our people all the time.
We attract (and keep) the right new people to grow the industry.
A culture of diversity and inclusiveness is core to the industry and our leaders.
A range of forestry training opportunities are eagerly sought after and available, while most school
students are exposed to the prospect of a career in the sector.
Credible, independent, certification of those engaged in the production, and marketing, of forests is
the norm.
Backed by a wood first policy and a wood-aware construction sector the use of timber has
significantly increased.
Independent, certification of those engaged in the production, and marketing, of forests is the norm.
Our forests provide a feedstock for our customers in solid wood, fibre, energy and bio-material
products.
Regional forest development plans are in place that support and underpin wood processing.
Market access through innovation and robust systems is ensured for all our products.
In partnership with government and other primary sectors we operate a biosecurity system that
provides the ability to respond quickly and effectively to existing and emerging biological threats.
Māori participation in the forest industry has developed to a major level with commensurate levels of
ownership and governance.
We have a social licence to operate – this is based on measurement and verification of the
environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations.
We have strong community connection and endorsement – forestry is “loved and embraced”.
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Key areas of focus for the forest growing sector to achieve its 30-year goal.

FIGURE 1 FOCUS AREAS TO SET THE SECTOR UP FOR THE FUTURE
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What we need to do
now – our priorities
for action
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Tree growth and forest
production efficiency will have
both doubled.

Our increasingly diverse forests
will provide valuable products
tailored to our customers’ needs.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
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People will be attracted to work
in forestry because they will be
safe, valued, and well trained.

•
•

•
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Expanding commercial plantation
forestry will have been the prime
means of achieving New Zealand's net
zero carbon goal by 2050, while
providing substantial other
environmental and social benefits.

Our licence to operate will have
widespread support.

•

•
•
⎻
⎻

•
•

⎻

•
•

⎻

•
•
•
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Telling our forest story

•

•

•
•
•

•
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